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Location map of the Central Eyre Iron Project (CEIP) and its elements.
We have had a strong year developing a credible and bankable project
•
•
•
•
•
•

Long life mining and infrastructure business
Declared a national Priority Project by Infrastructure Australia
– 1 of 10 nationwide and only ‘opportunity for growth’ candidate
Government approvals at an advanced stage
Definitive feasibility study and optimisation study complete
– conducted by practitioners (German and Australian), peer
reviewed by global IPCC authority (Canadian)
Several project partners in place with balance sheet capability
Progressing quickly to Final Investment Decision
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Ore Reserve
• Ore Reserve increases to 3.7Bt @ 15% (concentrate grade of
~66.5%)
• Largest magnetite Ore Resource in Australia
Optimisation Study
• Optimisation study delivered a robust mine plan and reduced
operational risk and costs
• Life of Mine average FOB OPEX (ex-state royalty, sustaining capital)
reduced to US$35.38/dmt at baseline AUD = 0.75 USD.
Commercialisation Programme
• Programme well underway and was recently accelerated
• Work is co-ordinated jointly from Adelaide by CREC and IRD Project
Manager
• Currently focussed on a capital re-estimate
• Three specialist engineering groups, port, rail and mine/processing,
from CREC offices and design institutes in China and Malaysia have
visited Adelaide and the CEIP
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Long mine life
• Large orebody, efficient mining plan, long life
• Coarse mineralisation results in lower processing costs
Desirable product
• Tested in real conditions, improves steel mill productivity, reduces
power consumption and atmospheric emissions
• China recently announced steel industry reforms, including
reductions in capacity, energy consumption and pollutant
emissions
• Large market, strong interest
Control of supply chain
• Modern, efficient supply chain
• Valued by stakeholders
• Planning advanced to call for expressions of interest
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Image – Members of the Joint Development Team visiting proposed port
site at Cape Hardy
Iron Road and China Railway Group
• Agreement includes 12 month Project Commercialisation
Programme – finalising bankable construction contracts, iron
concentrate sales contracts, equity and debt financing procurement
to enable a Financial Close for CEIP to ultimately be achieved
• CREC’s subsidiary is providing consultancy services equivalent to
A$5 million for use during the project commercialisation phase.
•

CREC anticipates making a direct investment of up to 15% of the
total equity for the project in its own right, pending a positive Final
Investment Decision.
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Image – Members of the Joint Development Team visit local
stakeholders and businesses
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Image – Iron Road Chairman Dr Peter Cassidy with Shandong Iron &
Steel President Mr Tao DengKui in Jinan, China
Iron Road has signed MoUs with five steel mills• Covering technical and commercial evaluations of the CEIP iron
concentrate
Tripartite agreement• Between Iron Road, China Railway Group and Shandong Iron and
Steel
• Commits the parties to co-operate and collaborate to enhance the
long-term value of the CEIP
• The evaluation of joint development strategy to advance the CEIP
Shandong Iron & Steel bring technical steel making skills to the
development team
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Image – Iron Road and Sumitomo subsidiary, Emerald Grain at the
location of the proposed port location at Cape Hardy, South Australia.

Iron Road and Emerald Grain are jointly assessing opportunities to
utilise the rail and port infrastructure – it introduces choice for local
grain producers
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Image – MOU signing ceremony in Adelaide, South Australia
We are building a consortium of like minded companies to develop the
CEIP
The port facilities will include two Cape capable berths and module
offloading facility

We have chosen Emerald as our grain partner, and are pursuing further
opportunities
• Including limited imports and exports of container cargo and high
value goods, (eg. hay exports, machinery imports)
• Bulk commodity export, eg. mining and agriculture
Planning is underway to call for Expressions of Interest later this year
• Process managed by Regional Development Australia, with Iron
Road supervision
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Image – Iron Road Chairman Dr Peter Cassidy discussing CEIP
development in Beijing, China with South Australian Premier Mr Jay
Weatherill, Minister for Trade & Investment Mr Martin Hamilton-Smith
and head of China Railway Group Limited’s (CREC) international
business Mr Cai Zemin
Supportive State Government

The CEIP was declared a Major Development by the South Australian
government in August 2013 – ensures that project approvals will occur
in a co-ordinated and timely fashion across all State Government
departments
South Australia and Shandong province enjoy 30 year sister-State
relationship

.
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Image - Iron Road Chairman Dr Peter Cassidy, Minister for Infrastructure
& Transport The Hon Darren Chester, head of China Railway Group
Limited’s (CREC) international business Mr Cai Zemin in Canberra,
Australia
Supportive Federal Government
The Federal Government granted the CEIP Major Project Facilitation in
April 2014 – reaffirmed last week
Infrastructure Australia declared the CEIP infrastructure and Priority
Project for the nation in September 2016
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Image
– foreground (l to r) Victor Li of Iron Road, His Excellency Mr Cheng
Jingye, China’s Ambassador to Australia and Mr
Xiuqing Wang, Chief Economist, China Railway Oriental International
Construction Corporation
– background (l to r) Brad Hunter, Iron Road Principal Engineer and Fang
Jie, CREC Engineer

China’s Ambassador to Australia visited the joint Iron Road – CREC
development team at Iron Road House last month
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High renewables penetration, without adequate redundancy planning
has undermined energy security in South Australia
• Increased reliance on coal generated Victorian imports (650MW)
Power market status quo leads to increased volatility, higher pricing
peaks, ever shorter contracts
• Reduces competiveness of existing industries and raises new
investment hurdle
IRD working through independent and grid based solutions with
government and industry
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Major studies complete – de-risked project
• Resource drilling, environmental and social studies, Indigenous Land Use
Agreement, Definitive Feasibility Study and Optimisation Study complete
Largest magnetite ore reserve in Australia, among the largest globally
• Robust and efficient mine plan key to embedding low life-of-mine cost
structure
• 30 years supply of premium, low emission, iron concentrate product
• Government assessment and approvals processes advanced
Key partnerships underpin CEIP development
• Established key partnerships with high quality, major global companies to
work with Iron Road to finalise mining, offtake, infrastructure and
financial elements of the CEIP
• Pre-briefing key banks
• Joint development team evaluating best equipped local partners
• Partnerships driving momentum towards Final Investment Decision
Iron ore and financial markets creating opportunity
• CEIP’s iron concentrate is higher quality than benchmark products
resulting in lower emissions and improved productivity
• View of major Chinese steelmakers – One Belt One Road, Asian
Infrastructure Investment Bank and steel industry reforms setting scene
for market recovery 2018-19
The next significant resources development in Australia
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